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Abstract 
Recent advances in scanning transmission electron and scanning tunneling microscopies allow researchers 
to measure materials structural and electronic properties, such as atomic displacements and charge density 
modulations, at an Angstrom scale in real space. At the same time, the ability to quickly acquire large, high-
resolution datasets has created a challenge for rapid physics-based analysis of images that typically contain 
several hundreds to several thousand atomic units. Here we demonstrate a universal deep-learning based 
framework for locating and characterizing atomic species in the lattice, which can be applied to different 
types of atomically resolved measurements on different materials. Specifically, by inspecting and 
categorizing features in the output layer of a convolutional neural network, we are able to detect structural 
and electronic “anomalies” associated with the presence of point defects in a tungsten disulfide monolayer, 
non-uniformity of the charge density distribution around specific lattice sites on the surface of strongly 
correlated oxides, and transition between different structural states of buckybowl molecules. We further 
extended our method towards tracking, from one image frame to another, minute distortions in the 
geometric shape of individual Si dumbbells in a 3-dimensional Si sample, which are associated with a 
motion of lattice defects and impurities. Due the applicability of our framework to both scanning tunneling 
microscopy and scanning transmission electron microscopy measurements, it can provide a fast and 
straightforward way towards creating a unified database of defect-property relationships from experimental 
data for each material. 
 
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 Nano- and atomic scale imaging and spectroscopy have become the hallmark of modern times, 
allowing unprecedented access to materials structure and functionalities.1-3 Electron beam techniques such 
as scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) now allow single atom imaging4 and probing the 
local states of quasiparticles and their interactions in the solid-state systems.5,6 Meanwhile, scanning probe 
techniques, such as atomic force and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), enable a broad range of studies 
of materials surfaces, including imaging of magnetic7 and ferroelectric8 domains, single molecule 
recognition for biological applications,9 as well as atomically resolved imaging of physical and chemical 
processes on metallic and semiconducting surfaces.10-12  
 The continuous development in these techniques and emergence of in-operando imaging gives rise 
to progressively increasing volumes of data, as exemplified by the development of dynamic STEM,13,14 
where one can observe, in real time, changes in the structure of a sample under the external perturbations, 
as well as e-beam atomic manipulation techniques.15-17 These developments necessitate rapid image 
analysis, ideally immediately during acquisition.  
 This task becomes particularly relevant in the context of recently discovered controlled (manually) 
e-beam modification of materials, such as movement of single18-20 and multiple21 Si atoms over several 
lattice sites in graphene. Particularly, in order to achieve fast and automated, feedback-based atomic-level 
manipulation of materials structure, it is necessary to “teach” a microscope to localize and recognize various 
atomic-scale objects (atoms, atomic columns, defects) from one STEM (or STM) frame to another in real 
time, as well as to interpret the newly created (during a manipulation stage) and previously unseen atomic 
features ‘on-the-fly’ in a way similar to how human operators work. One of the most promising method for 
creating such an AI microscope is based on deep artificial neural networks that are capable of learning from 
the image in a way somewhat similar to humans.22,23  
 Deep artificial neural networks have witnessed unprecedented success, progressing from 
recognizing pictures of cats and dogs on the Internet to defeating a human champion in one of the most 
sophisticated human games in the world in just about three years.22 Deep learning (DL) is now being 
actively used in various engineering applications, such as object detection and recognition24 and 
unsupervised text translation,25 to name just a few. More recently, deep learning models have been utilized 
in the domain of theoretical physics for the analysis of data collected at the Large Hadron Collider26 and 
detection of phase transitions in lattice models.27,28 
 There are three critical aspects to consider before applying DL analytics to scientific imaging. The 
first aspect is a network’s topology. For atomic imaging, for example, it is crucial to locate accurately all 
the atomic species in the image, hence, the model’s output layer must provide a pixel-wise classification 
map of the same size as the input image. The second critical aspect is the creation of an appropriate training 
set. The currently available DL models pre-trained on objects from the macroscopic world cannot be used 
for analysis of atomic species and defects. When creating a new training set specifically for atomically-
resolved imaging, one of the key issues is a trade-off between a model’s ability to generalize to different 
types of atomic structures (e.g. lattices with different periodicities and symmetries) and its accuracy (e.g. 
how precise is the localization and identification of atomic species and defects). The question is: shall one 
use a different model for each lattice type or instead create a universal model that is able to analyze all types 
of lattices? Because the former approach will not work for complex materials in which several phases (and 
interface regions) may be present in a single image, it is preferable to have one model capable of recognizing 
multiple types of lattices (and associated lattice disorder), provided that a trade-off between generalization 
and accuracy is acceptable for physics-based interpretation of the obtained results. Finally, the third aspect 
is whether further processing of the DL model output can potentially yield more information. Here, one 
must be aware of several important differences with the applications of DL in a “real” macroscopic world, 
particularly, with those DL models used for segmentation tasks, such as fully convolutional networks.29 
Indeed, while a fully convolutional neural network can be an optimal tool for many (static) image 
segmentation tasks,29,30 the interpretation of the results of such segmentation for the macroscopic world 
applications is rather straightforward and requires little to no further analysis (that is, simple visualization 
of the output is sufficient in the most cases). The situation, however, is entirely different, even for static 
images, in the world of atoms and molecules, where small changes in shapes and relative positions might 
imply emergence of certain physical phenomena (e.g. formation of charge and/or magnetic ordering). In 
this case, the outputs of the DL model can be refined by using theory-based constraints, for example, by 
applying a theory-informed Markov model to the output of the last convolutional layer. In addition, 
exploratory data analysis and anomaly detection methods can be applied to the DL model output to uncover 
crucial information about atomic defects in the system and their impact on lattice properties. 
 Here we have developed a deep learning based approach that allows finding atomic species, as well 
as lattice defects, in the atomically-resolved images from different materials without specifying the type of 
materials lattice. It works with both STEM and STM images, and is not sensitive to noise and other common 
types of experimental image distortion. We further extended our framework in such a way that it allows the 
user to perform exploratory data analysis, as well as anomaly detection and unsupervised and semi-
supervised clustering, on the output of the DL model to uncover information linked to materials atomic 
structure and electronic properties. 
 
 
 
 
Results and Discussion. 
 A schematic of our approach for analysis of experimental data using a single DL model for different 
materials and types of atomic lattice is shown in Fig. 1. It starts with collecting experimental data (e.g. from 
STM or STEM observations) and feeding it into the deep convolutional neural network. The network has 
an encoder-decoder type of architecture31 such that an input image and the model output have the same 
dimensions (a crucial requirement for accurate localization of atomic species), and is trained using 
simulated images of atoms. As the model does not contain fully-connected (“dense”) layers, it is referred 
to as a fully convolutional neural network (FCN).29 We removed hard periodic constraints during simulation 
of training images, which allowed us to train a network that can find atoms in different types of lattices (see 
Supplemental Material). The typical output of FCN for atomically-resolved images represents a set of well-
defined circular features on uniform background, where each feature corresponds to individual atom and/or 
atomic column. The key here is that variations in geometrical shapes of these features are not random but 
are linked to physical properties of the system (shape of atomic columns) as well as possible experimental 
anomalies such as abrupt changes in the tip apex shape in STM. Hence, a simple exploratory data analysis 
of the FCN output layer as well as more advanced data analytics techniques such as unsupervised 
classification/clustering and anomaly detection can yield a wealth of information on material's properties. 
Furthermore, in addition to performing a pixel based analysis of the FCN output, it is possible to 
construct physical descriptors of the system using parameters of the extracted atomic contours (area, 
circularity, orientation/angle, etc.) as well as other relevant parameters such as the nearest and next nearest 
neighbor distances between the centers of extracted contours and column intensity (summed over small box 
area around the detected center), and to use these descriptors as an input into the above mentioned data 
analytical models. 
   
 
Figure 1. Deep learning based identification of atoms, atomic columns and defects. The experimental 
data is passed to a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN), which has an encoder-decoder type of 
structure (see Methods for details on network’s architecture). The final (softmax) layer of the network 
typically shows a set of well-defined features which descriptors (intensity, area, circularity, etc.) are 
linked to physical processes defining shapes of atomic columns and/or certain experimental anomalies. 
By performing exploratory data analysis as well as applying appropriate clustering and/or anomaly 
detection algorithms to the softmax layer (model’s output) one can learn important information about the 
atomic structure under consideration. 
 
We start with illustrating how a deep learning model trained on the simulated data without hard 
periodic constraints can find atoms in different periodic lattices of real experimental images (Fig. 2). We 
first use our model to identify atomic positions in a STEM image obtained at an Al-Si interface region (Fig. 
2a). Here the model was able to locate positions of atomic columns in both the Al lattice (bottom of the 
image) and in the Si lattice (top of the image), as we show in Fig. 2b. For comparison, if we use a model 
trained on a honeycomb, graphene-like lattice used in our earlier study,32 it will find atomic positions in the 
Si lattice, but will fail to identify accurately atoms in Al lattice as it will try to “place” additional atoms in-
between Al atoms to turn it into a honeycomb-like structure (see Supplementary Material).   
To ensure the universality of our model for more different types of atomic lattices, as well as a 
different experimental technique, we applied it to an STM image of La5/8Ca3/8MnO3 (LCMO) film, which 
has a relatively high degree of lattice disorder (Fig. 2c). Unlike the STEM image, which primarily reveals 
atomic positions, the STM image is associated with the electronic density of states around the Fermi level. 
While this can provide invaluable information about electronic behavior at the atomic scale, it also makes 
it more difficult for most image analysis techniques to locate atom-like or molecular features in the image 
and to categorize different structural and/or electronic states. In fact, automatic analysis of STM images is 
notoriously difficult compared to STEM, reflecting the more delocalized nature of STM signal. 
In addition, on a somewhat deeper technical level, the STM images are usually characterized by 
large amounts of scars (strokes) due to interaction of an STM tip with a surface, which further complicates 
the task of finding atoms/molecules.  Despite all these obstacles, our model was able to accurately identify 
positions of surface atoms in the un-processed image. We would like to emphasize that none of the three 
atomic lattice structures was explicitly included in our training set. This means that our model trained on 
simulated STEM data was able to learn the concept of what an atom/atomic column is and use it to find 
positions of atoms in various lattice structures in real experimental images, without being biased to one 
lattice type (and its periodicity). Furthermore, it was able to apply the learned concept of “atoms” to the 
analysis of an STM image, even though we did not train it specifically on STM data. This is important 
because to date the analytical methods developed for STEM have rarely been applied to STM, partially 
because the STM data is much “noisier” (due to tip-surface interaction), harder to match with simulated 
data (the image is a convolution of tip and sample density of states and is also affected strongly by out-of-
plane surface deformations) and typically has lower pixel resolution. However, our results clearly show that 
the deep convolutional neural networks, which are not sensitive to pixel-level details and instead are able 
to capture “deeper” and more abstract concepts of the atomic lattices, can easily overcome these constraints. 
 
 FIGURE 2. Using a single DL model to identify positions of atoms/atomic columns in the images 
of different materials obtained from two different experimental techniques. (a-b) STEM image of 
Al/Si interface (a) and identified positions of all atomic columns (b). (c-d) STM image of La5/8Ca3/8MnO3 
(LCMO) film (c) and identified positions of all surface atoms (d). Scale bar, 0.5 nm (a), 1.5 nm (c). 
 
We next illustrate how a simple exploratory analysis of the DL model output can provide important 
information regarding types of atomic species in the image, using a STEM image of Mo-doped WS2 (Fig. 
3a) as an example. Note that the S atoms are hard to detect above the background noise in the STEM 
experiments on WS2 and hence the lattice appears as having a trigonal structure instead of a honeycomb-
like structure. While finding the likely locations of S atomic columns using FCN is possible in principle, 
we will not perform such an analysis in this study. The output of FCN (softmax layer) for this image is 
shown in Fig. 3b. It essentially represents a probability map of each pixel belonging to an atom/atomic 
column. The key observation here is that variation in shapes of circular-like features in the softmax output 
is not random, but is linked to actual changes in the shape/intensity of atomic projections in the STEM 
image. As such, features representing dopants/contaminations with lower (higher) Z are characterized by a 
smaller (larger) area (Fig. 3b). Note that the model was not specifically trained to return features of different 
sizes for atoms with different intensities. The analysis of other relevant geometric parameters such as 
circularity may provide additional information about lattice distortions, “switching” during the scan 
(particularly in STM images), or even about some more subtle effects such as a character of rapid atom 
oscillations in the shallow potential well of a 2D system.   
We now illustrate how the search for “anomalies” in the output of DL model can be in principle 
automated. Once we establish a probability of each pixel belonging to an atom or to a background (that is, 
being relevant or irrelevant), we can extract a contour of each identified feature associated with atoms 
and/or atomic columns and characterize it based on its geometric descriptors such as area, circularity, 
orientation/angle, etc. For STEM image of the doped WS2, a plot of area and circularity descriptors for all 
the extracted contours as well as associated histograms are shown in Fig. 3c.  
We can then classify features from DL output based on the constructed descriptors using clustering 
techniques and/or anomaly detection methods. For data in Fig. 3a, the anomalies extracted via one class 
support vector machine method are plotted along with the regular lattice in Fig. 3d. The red circles identify 
what is likely to be Mo dopants (lower Z atomic number compared to W), whereas the green circles 
correspond to “contaminations”/adatoms that frequently form on WS2 surface under e-beam irradiation. In 
Fig. 4 we illustrated several more representative examples of successful application of this approach to 
STEM experimental data. Specifically, in Fig. 4a-b we show another STEM images of Mo-doped WS2 for 
which, in addition to finding all dopants and atomic-size contaminations, our model is able to describe 
accurately a non-trivial shape of edges (e.g., presence of both regular lattice atoms and dopants at the edge 
in Fig. 4a,d or considerable irregularities in the edge shape in Fig. 4b,e). In Fig. 4c,f we are able to identify 
accurately positions of Bi dopants in a Si lattice, as well as locations of Si atomic species themselves. 
 FIGURE 3. Identification of anomalies in softmax layer of DL model. (a) Experimental STEM image 
of Mo-doped WS2. (b) Softmax layer of DL model for image in (a). “Contaminations”/adatoms and Mo 
dopant are shown by green and red dotted lines, respectively. (c) Plot of descriptors (normalized) 
associated with area and circularity of individual features in the softmax layer with corresponding 
histograms for each descriptor. The anomaly detection method (one class support vector machine) 
followed by semi-manual refinement (1 data point removed from anomaly “cluster”) allowed to separate 
the extracted descriptors into clusters associated with “contaminations”/adatoms (green) and Mo dopants 
(red). (d) Atomic positions overlaid on the experimental image (coloring scheme the same as in (c)). 
Scale bar, 0.5 nm. 
 
 
FIGURE 4. Identification of lattice atoms and lattice disorder from STEM images using a single 
DL model. (a-c) Experimental STEM images of WS2 with small holes in the lattice (a) and step edge (b), 
and Si with Bi dopants (c). (d-f) Corresponding atomic positions (colormap meaning the same as in Fig. 
3). All scale bars are 0.5 nm. 
 
In STEM experiments on 3-dimensional materials, variations in the shapes or orientations of 
atomic columns may originate from atomic re-arrangements along the columns that are too small to be 
resolved as separated features but which might represent important structural changes. For example, in 
oxide materials, column shapes relate to the rotation of structural units.33 We now illustrate how our 
DL-based model can be used to extract relevant information about the geometrical parameters of such 
distortions. As a specific test case, we use STEM images of a Si lattice with Bi dopants (Fig. 5). Here, 
in addition to non-uniformity introduced to the Si lattice by Bi dopants, which introduce significant 
local strain, we expect additional forms of lattice “disorder” caused by atomic motion and lattice 
reconstructions under the e-beam impact.34 In this example, the sample reconstructs and changes during 
the experiment, making tracking of dopants and understanding the material’s response a key problem. 
 
FIGURE 5. Analysis of atomic columns distortion in 3-dimensional Si sample by tracking 
orientation of individual Si dumbbells. (a) First (out of twenty) frame of STEM movie on Bi-doped 
Si sample. Orientation of Si dumbbells extracted from the output of DL model is shown by red arrows. 
(b) Distribution of Si dumbbell angles (with respect to the [001] direction) for twenty movie frames. 
(c) Tracking changes in orientation of individual Si dumbbells (orange circles in (a)) across twenty 
movie frames (count starts from zero). For several selected frames, the orientation of dumbbell #2 is 
shown by the red arrow overlaid on top of experimental data. Scale bar, 0.5 nm. 
 
By tuning the threshold intensity value used for the extraction of atomic contours from the DL 
model output we can make a transition from analysis of individual Si columns to analysis of individual Si 
dumbbells (see Supplementary Material). Specifically, we approximate each extracted Si dumbbell contour 
with an ellipse and analyze its orientation (angle) with respect to the chosen frame of reference (Fig. 5a). 
As our data is now represented by the collection of well-defined contours on an “empty” background, we 
can easily track changes in the geometrical descriptors of a specified contour (or all contours at once) 
through multiple STEM frames (the STEM “movie”) as we demonstrated in Fig. 5c. To track each “atomic 
contour” during the movie analysis (or acquisition) we first store the coordinates of the centers of all 
contours from the first frame and then locate the same contours in the subsequent frames by finding the 
closest contour for each pair of coordinates. This approach works if an overall shift between the first and the 
last frame due to sample drift is smaller than a half-distance between two neighboring dumbbells. For larger 
sample drifts one must update the stored coordinates after successfully locating the same contour(s) in each 
frame. This same idea can be used “in reverse” for drift correction between consecutive frames: in cases 
where there is either significant structural rearrangement or a repeating lattice, accurate alignment of 
sequential frames remains a difficult problem. The ability to obtain detailed information on the changes in 
orientation of individual structural units in an automated fashion can provide important clues about the 
types of disorder present in the material's volume. It may be particularly useful for analysis of long-range 
correlations in complex 3D systems with various types of charge and/or magnetic (dis-)order, such as 
complex cobaltates.35 Furthermore, as we show below, this approach can be easily extended towards 
analysis of non-uniform charge density distribution in STM images of strongly correlated systems. 
 
We proceed to applying the same DL model to analysis of STM images. Specifically, we apply our 
DL model to the STM data on an LCMO film. This material is characterized by a complex phase diagram 
with competing structural, chemical and electronic/magnetic orders which to date remains inadequately 
understood.36 In some cases, such a competition can lead to formation of full or partial charge order 
characterized by a non-trivial shape and distribution of charge density "blobs".37 Even without formation 
of charge order, analysis of charge density distribution around different lattice positions can provide 
important clues on local chemical environment and electronic environment. For example, since the STM 
images are imaging O atoms (these have the highest density of states near the Fermi level38), one can expect 
that depending on the local cation environment, the imaged atom may display elongated features caused by 
altered local electronic density, which would be expected when comparing La3+ to Ca2+ in this system. The 
raw experimental STM image is shown in Fig. 6a. In Fig. 6b we plotted the anomalies in the distribution of 
charge density at atomic lattice sites, detected by a one class support vector machine and associated with 
variation in circularity and area of individual features. The detected anomalies are plotted together with the 
experimental image and “atomic contours” in Fig 6c and 6d, respectively. Interestingly, by more closely 
analyzing the larger features (marked green) we found that the charge density appears to be “leaking” in 
one direction (that is, charge distribution is not identical at the ends of blob’s long axis) which can be 
associated with non-homogeneous local chemical environment.  
 We finally show that it is possible to use our model for analyzing molecule resolved STM data. 
Specifically, in Fig. 7 we demonstrate a DL based analysis of STM image of sumanene molecules (also 
called buckybowls) on a gold substrate. The molecules can have different orientation with respect to the 
substrate (azimuthal rotations) and, under certain experimental conditions, can switch between their bowl-
up and bowl-down structural conformations.39 Interestingly, our model, which was trained to find atoms, 
was able to locate local maxima (hereafter, “blobs”) in charge density distribution inside molecules (Fig. 
7b). The latter is a product of hybridization of the molecular orbitals with substrate states and when viewed 
through the STM can be also affected by electronic and structural state of an STM tip apex, as well as by 
the out-of-plane deformations/curvature. The ability of our model to see these characteristic “blobs” can be 
viewed as if model treats each molecule as a cluster of “atoms” (not to be confused with actual, much larger 
number atoms inside a molecule). For the unperturbed molecular structure, the positions of such “blobs” 
within each molecule allow us to determine an orientation (azimuthal rotation) of the molecule with respect 
to the substrate (blue markers in Fig. 7b-e). On the other hand, the arrangement of “blobs” within each 
molecule is altered for a molecule that undergoes a transition between different structural (and/or rotational) 
states. We found that such a transition can be detected by our model (red markers in Fig. 7b and 7c). This 
ability to detect a transition between different molecular states via a deep learning framework may prove 
to be an invaluable tool for single molecule manipulations in future fully autonomous microscopes. 
 
 
FIGURE 6. Identification of anomalies in the output of DL model for STM data. (a) Experimental 
STM image of LCMO surface. (b) Plot of geometrical descriptors (normalized) associated with area and 
circularity of individual features in the softmax layer with a corresponding histogram for each descriptor. 
(c) Atomic positions overlaid on the experimental image. The color labels are based on data analysis 
shown in (b). (d) Visualization of “atomic contours”, which in this case provides information about non-
uniform distribution of charge on the surface. (e) Green arrows show schematically the distortion of 
electronic charge density for atoms labeled green in (c) and (d). Scale bar, 1 nm. 
 
FIGURE 7. Identifying molecular rotations and detecting a switching between different 
molecular conformations via DL. (a) Experimental STM images of sumanene monolayer on gold 
surface. (b) Decoded molecular configurations. Molecules that do (do not) undergo a switching 
between different conformations are marked red (blue). The positions of blue markers correspond to a 
molecular orientation on the substrate as can be clearly seen from a zoomed area in (c). Zoomed-in 
illustrative example of a molecule undergoing a switching event during the scan is shown for one of 
molecules in (c). (d-e) Molecular chemical structure overlaid on top of the decoded structure for two 
different orientations. The overlay was done according to the distribution of charge density maxima 
determined from DFT STM simulations of molecules on the gold substrate40 (see inset in (b)). Note 
that a match is not perfect in part due to the model’s uncertainty, but also because of interaction 
between molecules and STM tip as well as potential admixture of different rotational states and the 
associated dynamic averaging in STM experiment. Scale bar, 2 nm. 
 
 
Conclusions and Outlook 
In summary, we have developed a universal deep learning based analytical framework for fast and 
accurate analysis of atomic lattice structures across a wide range of materials. Within this framework, we 
first utilize a deep convolutional neural network for locating and extracting contours of individual atoms 
and atomic columns from the experimental images. We then construct and analyze geometrical descriptors 
of the extracted contours such as area, circularity, and orientation (angle) via exploratory data analysis and 
unsupervised anomaly detection/clustering. The variations in the contour’s shape are linked to materials 
structural and electronic properties, such as presence and motion of dopants and contaminations on the 
surface and in the bulk, as well as a non-uniform spatial distribution of electronic charge density in the 
vicinity of certain surface lattice atoms. We further extended our approach towards analyzing rotations and 
detecting conformational changes of molecules and tracking specific geometrical descriptors associated 
with the selected atomic columns in STEM “movies” of 3D material. We foresee that due to its ability to 
quickly analyze raw data obtained from different types of atomically-resolved experimental measurements 
(structural data from STEM, electronic properties from STM), the created framework opens a pathway 
towards creation of comprehensive libraries of defect-property relationships for each technologically 
relevant nanoscale material, with the ultimate goal of making these open and discoverable across condensed 
matter physics and materials science communities. Such libraries will be also used to train and test state-
of-the-art machine learning techniques for the materials science. In addition, they can be complemented by 
already available in literature experimental data, for example, by searching (“mining”) the Internet for 
specific atomically-resolved images and then analyzing them via the same model as used for the 
experimental data obtained directly from a microscope. 
Finally, we believe that our work represents an important step towards creation of AI framework 
capable of understanding and modifying the atomic and molecular structures. In the future research, we 
plan to build upon the DL atom/defect finder to include automatic lattice symmetry and defect type 
identification, which will allow extracting a complete information about materials structural and electronic 
parameters from microscopy images in real time. This will provide the final part of the AI framework, 
capable of modifying materials to match the desired structure, thus enabling the ultimate goal of 
nanotechnology – automated atomic scale manufacturing. 
 
Methods: 
STEM experiment 
STEM imaging was performed using a Nion UltraSTEM U100 STEM operated at 60 kV and 100kV. A 
Nion UltraSTEM U200 aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscope, operating at 200 
kV was used for the images of Bi-doped Si. The images were acquired in high angle annular dark field 
(HAADF) imaging mode and were introduced to the DL network without any post processing. 
 
STM experiment 
STM imaging of LCMO films was performed in situ at room temperature with an Omicron VT system at 
an operating pressure < 310-10 Torr using mechanically cut Pt/Ir tips in constant current mode. The images 
were taken with the tip negatively biased in respect to a grounded sample. STM imaging of sumanene 
molecules was performed at room temperature in a constant-current mode using the Japan Electron Optics 
Laboratory (JEOL) JSPM-4500S system at an operating pressure 10-11 Torr. The STM tips were prepared 
by electrochemical etching of tungsten wire and were further cleaned by Ar+ ion sputtering (ion energy = 
1.0–3.5 keV). 
 
Deep Learning 
The DL networks were implemented using Keras 2.0 (https://keras.io) Python deep learning library, with 
the TensorFlow backend. The convolutional neural network had an encoder-decoder type of structure. The 
first block of encoder consisted of two back to back convolutional layers (20 kernels of size 3  3 and stride 
of 1 in each layer) followed by max-pooling layer (size 2 × 2, stride 2), while the second block had three 
back to back convolutional layers (number of kernels in each layer 40, size 3  3, stride 1) followed by 
max-pooling layer (size 2 × 2, stride 2). The decoder part had the same structure but in the reversed order 
and was followed by a dropout layer (rate set to 0.25). The last two convolutional layers had the number of 
kernels equal to the number of classes to be determined (size 33 (pre-last layer) and 11 (last layer) and 
stride 1). The feature maps from the final convolutional layer of the network were fed into a softmax 
classifier for pixel-wise classification, providing us with information on the probability of each pixel 
belonging to an atom. The Adam optimizer41 was used with categorical cross-entropy as the loss function. 
The initial simulated STEM images produced by a Multislice algorithm42 were augmented to generate a 
large enough training set of about 3000 images. The augmentation was performed by applying random 
horizontal/vertical shifts, rotations, zooming-in/out and shear transformations. Each image was also 
corrupted with Poisson noise and blurring in the ranges comparable to those typically observed in 
experiments. The accuracy of our model on the test set was about 97 %. The extraction of contours and 
associated geometrical descriptors was performed in part using the Open Source Computer Vision Library 
(https://opencv.org). 
 
Supporting Information 
Example of training images, model accuracy plots, additional illustrations/discussion on how neural 
networks recognize various atomic features in STM and STEM data, as well as IPython notebooks with 
code for constructing and training a neural network model, extracting coordinates of all atoms, constructing 
geometrical descriptors from the output of the DL model and tracking how they change for the selected 
“atomic contours” in STEM movies. 
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